Castle Wall Productions Show Descriptions
Castle Wall Productions has several types of shows that we perform.

Black Show
This show is a demo show similar to a “DVD extra” runs 45 – 60 min. Explains some of the
behind the scenes tricks and trades of how a live steel choreographed performance is put on.
Showcases the weapons, fighting and stunts of Castle Wall Productions is an interactive audience
question and answer format.

Burgundy Show
This is a character driven tournament in two 60 min parts where the audience becomes an actual
part of the show. Being either Saxon or Norman and transported to 12th century England (1194)
the audience will cheer for their perspective heroes to win their respective sides at Prince Johns
Grand Coronation Tournament.

Grey Show
A 45-60 minute show with an emphasis on education, while containing fighting, stunts and
character acting, the focus is on the times and lives of the people of the age, and can be very
broad or very specific area, depending on your particular needs.

White Show
A two hour theater performance with the focus on the acting and very limited sword play.

Street Scenes
These are character driven acting / fighting skits that either work by themselves or help fill in the
burgundy shows currently there are several dozen to choose from.

Fighting Show
This is a 30- 60 minute show using CWP costumes, fight, and characters, the emphasis is on
action and stunts.

Fantasy Show
The Castle Wall fantasy show is a 45-60 min show that consisting of every imaginable character
from history, legend, and fiction almost no two shows are alike. And while using the high quality
fights acting and stunts of CWP the characters are all the actors creations pulled from various
sources.

Tailored Show
This is a tailor fitted show to match your venues particular flavored the fights are Castle Wall’s
but the characters are made to fit your venue. You want William Wallace fighting Longshank’s
men, you want David fighting the Philistines, you want CWP can make it happen. CWP tailored
shows can go from ancient times to Victorian and can include fantasy too.
NOTE: this type of show might incur additional cost for costume retrofitting to meet the time
and flavor of the request.

